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introduction T 5

1ý This report summarizes the independent Research and Independent Exploratory Development Program at the
Naval Undersea Center for fiscal year 1973. This program enables NUC scientists and engineers to pursue novel
solutions to clearly defined Navy problems. Concurrently, it encourages the development of the scientific and
technical expertise the Navy will need to meet future challenges. The range of work undertaken is evident in

* the nine projects described.

The research reported in the article on the solubility of hydrogen in seawater exemplifies work aimed at deter-
* mining how gas bubbles in seawater affect the performance of various Navy systems.

A means of significantly improving the performance of existing sonar systems is described in the article on adap-
tive noise cancelling.

The article on the S' semnisubmerged ship describes studies in the design of this new vessel to meet potential Navy
requirements,
Self-contained sonar array structures which can be deployed without the aid of divers are described in the article
on water-inflated array structures.

The article on high speed towed sonar oescribes the development of a sonar system which enables high perfor-
mance surface ships or helicopters to combat effectively fast nuclear submarines.
The development of viewports for optical systems aboard deep-diving submersibles is described in the article

* on glass and ceramic window-flange assemblies. These assemblies permnit the use of television or photographic
systems at great depths because they experience little deformation under hydrostatic pressure and continue
to transmit undistorted optical images.

The article on ultrasonic imaging describes how visual images can be formed by processing ultrasonic sound
scattered by objects in the water. Týhis techniquje will pemrit divers and operators of submersibles to "see" even in
turbid water.

Efforts to incorporate glass optic fibers into cables of useful length are described in the article on fiber optic
cables.

The report concludes with an article dlescribing recetit work on small, unmanned submersibles including up-
grading of the SCAT vehicle and development of an entirely new submerisble, ELECTRIC SNOOPY.

Preceding page blank
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solubility of hydrogen in seawater

s a part of figure 1. This method was selected to within 20C. Degassed water was
NUC's because of its simplicity and introduced into the sidearm and a
research in accuracy. known volume of pure hydrogen
chemical gas was introduced into the
oceanography The absorption apparatus was reaction chamber. The two were
a program was placed in a constant temperature initially kept separate by mercury in
established to bath which was regulated to the bottom of the reaction chamber
study the 0.01°C; the temperature of the and side arm. Degassed water was
behavior of measurement room was regulated then transferred to the reaction

gas bubbles in seawater. This
subject is of general interest to the
Navy since bubbles can be formed Figure 1. Absorption apparatus for i.'easurement of hydrogen gas solubilities.

by the mechanical action of
propellor screws or introduced into
the marine environment by
undersea vehicles, habitats, waterbath
torpedoes, or divers. The manner r -

in which these bubbles behave septu m
once introduced into the sea has an spu
important bearing on the operation
and design of various Navy
systems. I

zero mark
A gas which is sometimes I
tntruduced mto the sea by iavy
sy".'-s is hydrogen. The ultimate
fate of hydrogen gas bubbles I
depends upon the rate at which the I
gas dissolves. This rate is a I
function of the diffusion constant of I -,d.,
'he gas, its so!ubility, and vapor rdea'o

pressures in both the gas and water ICha,,ibe
phases. Thus. one of the
fundamental parameters which
determines the dissolution rate of a :
gas is its solubility. For hydrogen L - - J
gas this parnmeter for seawater ,, .. ,, V,1
has, heretofore, not been known.

During the past year solubility
coefficients for hydrogen wore
measured at a pressure of one
atmosphere and at ,arious
temperatures in distilled water and
in seawater at three salinities. The
measurements were made by a
microgasometric method using the
absorption apparatus shown in

6
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salinity

chamber by tilting the apparatus.
The vessel was shaken vigorously 1.5 1, experimental 332.665 Fgue2 Bne
to equilibrate the gas and water: *. an"OOK 33.687 sogureit 2.effunientdeid
care was taken to avoid entrapment 1 4rbllycefintdrvd
of bubbles and supersaturation. fr 9.2 omu solubilities of hydrogen

-.---- ý measured in distilled water and
Equilibration was achieved within 5 5 10 15 20 25 30 in seawater at three salinities.
to 10 minutes and was more rapid TEMPERATURE, IC
at higher temperatures and in

'Jsiied waliji man iiiseawater. lIhe The measutud soluli~ties were Bunsen sofubility coefficients, in the
solution was allowed to equilibrate converted to Bunsen solubility temperature range -2 to 3100 and
for 30 minutes in order to ensure coefficients, 3, which is defined as salinity range of 0 to 40 parts per
compiete mixing. Volumes of the the volume of gas (at 000 and one thousand were calculated from a
gas and tne water remaining were atmosphere of pressure) absorbed six-term empirical equation
determined by means of the in a unit volume of water at a given describing solubility as a function
micrometer and the solubilities temperature. The results are shown of salinity and temperature. A
were calculated frorn the m-easured in figure r- The coefficients for digital computer program was
volumes. Ten replicate d~stlled water agree well with written to fit the solubility data to the
measurements were made to. each handbook values which were equation by the method of least
temperature and salin~ty pair., the originally reported about 70 years squares. Coefficients for salinities
standard deviations ranged fromn ago 31 to 40 paris per thousand are
u.2 to 0 5 per~erit. shown In table 1.
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adaptive noise canceling

onar sybems

using hull-
mounted or
towed arrays
are subject to
interference
from self-noise
generated by
the sonar

platform or towing vessels. A new
app,-,ch to reducing this
interference was investigated at j,: ;

NUC during the past year. Adaptive 4
noise canceling removes noise - -.
directly from the signal channel
rather than !rying to prevent it from 7,17
corrupting the signal initialiy. A
prototype roise canceler has been
constructed and is currently being
tes4ted at NUC (figure 1) This
device is based on the theory of
adaptive systems and was made
possible by the development of
digital signal processing 0 a . .2. .0 .k 0
techniques. The noise cance!er a MOM
adapts directly to most existing
sonar systems withoui modifiCqtion :
to the array. be am-forming, or sinal A 9t'
p rocessing. For this reason, it. . -

otterm the potential for significantil
improvement in the performance of
these Systems at Comparatliviely low
co-st and in significantly lOSt time . .
tian !s required by more
COnventional methods of attacking
the probtem.

-te oso caneer rduces noiseFiNU::t cneo

in a signal chanftl by r-bttchng it
t ~out C4 cancelting lit. The noa~se beama tif roSonar-Ti eeec to ft, prnrafy and rOletenri

canceing vrocess, is dj!agtmnfmed input Contains noiew t"2t is rglgutd senwsr Aboard ship. .tIta!fLV
'fl figuire 2, Primary and reference t0 the 1104.0 in fth ptirnl~ry tfL)U b3t setiwts #nc #nmua cceolam~n' al
xfiplPli are acc-epted by the tlipe- Conatais l ort r no singral Ne-Se ia ofn ~ 31 ai t"" A*C Pc.%ef
canceler T"e t(mnaey snathe re.feorence chan-newiv l beV4 LQeneraled on ftze siND ate eb'petted
cicnta'ns the Stgral to0 be dOelxed ptOaeray rewaed to Ittat it the to vro';itC 1ttt4 actoty teve*htOu
together Wilti the noise to beo wtimtna channel if it comes, ltrm in;;U4 Inpus aistd cviPA.tis awe
canceied For a sonar smýIom. the, IhO Sme $SQCqCt o-wr 5 tjr anid ~s a-aaae tm 4ýl iterna ;trc"-nQ its
primary ;fnlu• s the, ot,;put of on o y ,MkteO = atkXOd the ( dgula

!-C



Figure~ 2. The noise canceling orocess.

- - - -- - -Itheoretical understanding of the
system. Figure 3 s,,,ws an

Wi example of narrowband noise
canceling in which a group of lines
is canceled. Under laboratory
conditions, the attenuation of such
lines is typically greater than 35 dB.

I and is limited only by !he
- - -- -- - -jbackground quantizing noise frory

the analog-to-digilta conversion. a,
the input. Broadband noise is

Noise reaches the primary and feedback is designed so thiat the attenuated substantially less, not
reference sensors by different filter adapts to the transfer tLnction more than 20 dB. Under condilior,4
paths. The primary function of the that minirmizes the energy at the where the br, .band noise take:
noise canceler is to t the noise noise canceler output. Since the several paths from its source intc
in ths. reference Channel, correcting reference input is noise alone, the sonar. or comes in from
for differenice$ between the primary viftual~y signal free. the. owcututifentorcshruhdert
and reference paths. This makes energy cannot be further reduced pairts of the array, ýtie noise
the noise a' the filter output closely by the noise canceler once the c-anceler is ineffective Since mo .t
mnatch that in the primary channel noi,;e has been canceled fro-m the patclsl-os rbesh~
so that it will cancel the noise in the signa! channel and no new noise ju~t such rnultipath or multisouirc
primary chiannel when it is added. If the signal and noise- -are conditions, the, noise canceler iE
sub~tracted from it. statistically mn~drp-ende'ml. The result not expected 't be effective apain~t

The ateng i acieve byIhe is noise-free signal. To achi .eye thiS bradband) self-riotse in sonars.
Th~l~lefiig 5 ahieed y te e-SO 1r*0 adaptive, filter trust be These s~ ititn o not

ad~: aptivbe VIte,.a lcftaranctj oistce car ~ o iilrtmeday ot affect the- .cancehlng GI narrewbal d
ýWi~ vaiabe NU- Catatofi~tc of phase sriifl, Itocguencvrsprs. fvl0'onwý noa),. howeve-r. ski-ce any lumlt- -If

ttansh-,,r It~nrt(,,n Tie Itansfe-i and a3ttenuallost didfo.-OrrCe! of sinusoildal c nei~ t
QI te Ier i deermied the iei paths t~iv rqec i fdt~he'

by cbrttnua~js hatedback fromn trie a sngt2 &&,ujck- Th
Otutý'V0 If tri ncuso cwit-%Ve ano is Theý aAWcve3 tv-zg CaftCQW-i has n'armw~aniJ cance:Trv) r

tt~ ostntyadapti~rnq to ovoi ra-Piwe inl te-sts h. to We -*Viy as es-1ivt i*i Mf tt
1I~it~c~iicsThe pet4nacoe"Co~L&dIn withi Ow" ill he ii

IS-, -



system design concepts for future S3 ships

n 1968 T.G Lang
introduced a new type"'ra! ar

nf semisubmerged ship
called S) (figure 1).
Sirce that time, this
been the subject of

intensive research at

NIC. The design offers situ,

a means o1 building small 40-knot

ships with laige decks that remain stiltoar
nearly level in most sea state ,u(er

environments. Application studies

indicate that this capability can
revolutionize the design ani use of Ftqute I SI senimsubmergeu Ship concep,
surface-based systems. A ¶90-ton

S' platfrnm has bet.n constructed Naval Ship Systerris Command i, this Ship

to demonstrate this potential (figure presently seeking funds to develop
2). The rapid advance of the S` a 2800-ton SWATH snip hnaving During liscai year 1973 inernai
program at NUC has stimulated eithe, one or two struts per side. funds were used to support tw-_.

Navy-wide interest in so ca-tled NUC has been assigned areas of Study. with the general
SWATH ships, this acronym ewnqg tosponsibility for fhe various obrective of deteminin how he

derived from the phrase "smafl msson-retated e.quipments that advantages of toe S' coýncept cant

wa:erplane area twin hull" The shoula be tested coerarr•naiy on best $re the fute nee.s =" me
Navy The first study. .. ,t'--ed
Výarfine, Cceps Ar %Wc~i~l S, 5
S 4 en-.s , • dShips." hat

Sea81asmfg tuIPt¶ V ManfŽ
v.!t~ ozrc. lins Ttg stiteonC

kio

it," tgtl udy&> v,

Id tt" hwo M:~jj N,tit L-_ :
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Figure 3. S3 design displacing 3,000 tons. All dimensions shown are in feet.

importance that the first SWATH emphasis on lightweight outfitting. operations, missile firing,
ship be designed and tested in a warehousing, small craft support,
manner that will provide this Figure 3 shows the largest S3 etc. In most of these applications,
understanding. geometry that appears practical payload installations will rise above

when displacement is held the main deck line.Some mar advantages ot the S' constant at 3000 tons. Rudders are
concept sterm from the large deck placid in all four struts to enhance Figure 4 shows the basic 3000-ton
areas and internal volumes that maneuverability and yaw control. design outfitted as an operations
tuese designs provide. The subject Hull diameter is increased between platform for V/STOL aircraft.
studies i[dicate that maximum the fore and aft struts to decrease Modular facilities would provide
payload ilexibility is achieved when drag at cruise speeds. The cross organizational maintenance for 6 to
the cn,0s structure is two decks hatcl.'ng in 1/2 section D-D 10 aircraft of a particular type
thick and i:o permanent ,liip indicates the extent of the central equipped for close air support,

. .structure rises above it j main deck portion of the cross structure that vertical assault, surveillance, ASW,
line. To achieve reasonable can be left open for modular or some form of logistic support.
running ranges and payload payload installations. The volume The payload bays would house air
capabilities, the weight of primary surrounding these payload bays is personnel, maintenance facilities,
and secondary ship structure sufficient to house all basic ship and aircraft ordnance. Intermediate
should not exceed 40 percent of systems as well as some 200 maintenance and permanent
full load displacement. As a people. The payload bays can then basing would be provided by sister
consequence, ship structure will be be outfitted alternatively for troop ships equipped with lightweight
a!,minum with considerable basing, medical support, V/STOL hangars on the main deck.
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Figure 4. A 3.000-ton S3 outfitted as a carrier for V/STOL aircraft.
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The S3 concept provides a coastal conflicts will not be fully appears well suited for such
heretofore unavailable means of known until many years after the missions. This platform wculd have
distributing seabase support for basic support platforms have been a top speed of 40 knots, a range of
Marine Corps operations over large designed. 1200 miles at 20 knots, and a
numbers of low value platforms payload capacity of 75 tons. It
sufficient in size and stability to Although the 3000-ton platforms could Ie used effectively for
make modular outfitting truly envisioned here would not be surveillance, rocket bo-mbarrmeit,
practical. The spacial distribution of costly compared to ships like the search and rescue operations,
capital resources is essential if the LHA, they would still become deployment of small search-and-
United States expects to operate attractive targets in certain coastal destroy teams, or as a lily pad ior
effectively in coastal regions near situations. It appears likely that there close air support aircraft. A
secondery nations that have been will be a need for platforms of prototype development of such a
armed with antisurface systems. minimal size for deploying specific platform would be well worth
Modular fWnxibility is essential offensive and defensive systems in considering if funding for a larger
because the nature of future high risk environments. Figure 5 SWATH ship is not obtained.

shows a 500-ton S- dfesign that

hei~copter tueling s'alion tuemno a cho opn
and chock

irunK eese bridoe

S.-..-. "sreplinishment
... at sea

/ 1 I tripod stowage

, , ~~~~odlsi.\ ... . ooe

-access

hinged nasgation

safet light mast0 sa-tmoyu les

sten SH2D,," et . ma.ha

hingenaviviaatoio

\prop•ision side
"turbine light
exhaust

OUTBOARD PROFILE

Figure 5. S3 of 500 tons designed to deploy modular surface systems in high risk environments.
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water-inflated array structures

ollection of This is particularly true in the study structural members or by a cable
oceanographic of physical and chemical network that retains its original
data requires in parameters determining the spatial orientations because of
many cases the propagation of underwater sound. tension imposed on the cables by
location of properly implaced anchors. Both
sensors in Sensors are generally held in a technical approaches have been
some specified fixed spatial relationship with each found to be successful in the past
'-, •. spatial other by a structure that derives its but both require many man-hourssp ta bu bot requiret many thastifne suorit

arrangement. stability from the stiffness of its and a large number of ships for the

Figure 1. Fully Inflated triangular array structure.

16X,
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S~Figure 2. Partially inflated circular array structure.

tte

Figure 3. Deflated array structure in the form of a spider.
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Figure 4. Structural
detail of an inflated

array structure.

installation of sensor arrays.

Another approach is feasible,
however, that requires a minimum
of diver man-hours and in some
cases only one ship. This unique
approach to underwater array
structure design utilizes water-
inflated fabric tubes as structural
members of the array. The inflation
of the tubes is a foolproof process
which can be handled from a
distance, so there is little need for
divers during the deployment or
inflation of the array. Because the
stiffness of the array does not
depend upon the tautness of
stretched cables, only one ship
may be required during
deployment of the array and setting
of the anchors that hold it In place.

Since an inflated tubular structure
derives Its rigidity from its
geometry, size of tubular members,
construction material, and Internal
pressure, all of these parameters
need to be investigated so that the
performance of existing inflatable
arrays can be understood and
used as the basis for future
designs.

"1I."' " , " • . ." ." , -... • • - ..18 ~



Figure 5. Assembling the inflatable array structure.

............ .

Figure 6. Structure for internal
pressure proof testing.

During the past year, the study of . The evaluation of these inflatable
inflatable arrays focused on the -' array structures was directed
design, fabrication, and toward three distinctly doiierent
deployment of self-contained array deployment conditions: inflation of
structure assemblies that do not the array when (1) suspended from
require the assistance of divers for a floating surface buoy, (2) resting
their deployment. Three array on the bottom, and (3) suspended
structures in the shape of a spider, from a moored, subsurface buoy.
a triangle, and a torus served as Results of the tests indicate that the
test models. The tubular members -autonomous erection process of
of all the structures were 1 foot in the inflatable array structures
diameter and eavh of the struclutes simplifies and significantly
could fit inside a circle 20 feet in expedites the deployment of
diameter. underwater array structures.

19



high speed towed sonar

he advent of high hydrofoil are operational. Studies surface effect ship as well. Thespeed nuclear conducted at NUC and the Naval initial effort culminated in thesubmarines has Electronics Laboratory Center have development of a winch, low-draggreatly reduced shown that the hydrofoil can be towline, and controlled towed bodythe effectiveness developed as an effective (figure 1).of conventional antisubmarine weapon if it issurface ships in equipped with a high speed sonar Drn h atya h aiantisubr.z;;riie wihwlenbeiscwtorak hardware has been developed Into
warfare. The enemy submarines at or near the a test bed high speed sonar whichspeed and stability required to hydrofoil's top speed. can be towed from a helicopter or acombat nuclear submarines are to hydrofoil. It was necessary to adaptbe found only in helicopters or in For several years NUC has been the system for use with a helicopternew, high performance surface engaged in developing a high because no hydrofoil was availablecraft such as the semisubmerged speed towed sonar specifically for testing.Platform, surface effect ship, air designed for use with a hydrofoilcushion vehicle, and hydrofoil. of but applicable to the The major modification to thetheeonl te hlioptr nd semisubmerged platform and the original equipment was the

Figure I- The 1rv.ed body
in its ofiginal configuration.

Figure 2. The iowect body
with MK-48 bowpeo .on&Ua, IntW4o
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F iure 3. The command module.

installation of a MK-48 torpedo
sonar. Torpedo sonar technology,
in this respect, was utilized to
minimize the development work
necessary to attain high speed
sonar operation. The towed body
proved to be directionally unstable
with the blunt-nosed torpedo sonar
installed, and a box tail assembly
was added to correct the instability
(figure 2). One-quarter dynamically
scaled models were used in the
design and testing of the tail
assembly. Additional modifications
included the design and
construction of a command
module (figure 3) packaged for
quick installation or removal
aboard a helicopter, and alteration
of the cable hook-up to permit handling gear
towing of the controlled body ot a
helicopter. The command module
enables the operator to control the
tow angle and the body roll angle to
provide the stability necessary for
high speed towing mane:uverability
(figure 4). Control signals and
power are transmitted to the towedi
body through onwe of two coaxial
cables housed in the towline. The
second cable feeds back to the
operator sonar ana body data
including speed, depth, altitude.

........... and COntrol positions,

Now in the development stage at
the Applied Research LaboratoryitV01
at Penn State is a wide-angle
search sonar transducer which can
be adopted to the present. system,
W~ith the inlcorporation of this
ttansducer and assoctated
electronics, this systern will
reprOsent a prototype h.gh speedlo f4
towed soniar with which the grl'Ydrtfoil's- potential as an ONeration of the w*ar4 5ysk'ranti~ubmatine weapon can be The tOA angO anid body (0~4 af~edeosrtm in fleet operatios. eo ~Cat' Wo C~)ntr*M by fte ope~aW.



glass and ceramic viewports for underwater optical systems

derwater vision higher modulus of elasticity. conical frustum windows. A 150-
is required for Furthermore, by making the glass degree sector is used because it
all systems or ceramic viewports thinner than provides almost the same field of
engaged in the plastic ones, substantial view as a complete hemisphere
ocean savings can be achieved in the while retaining the advantages
engineering or weight of the subassembly. associated with the fabrication and
oceanographic mounting of smaller spherical

L iexploration Drnthpatyawokas sectors. Additionally, the 150-
beneath the completed on a glass or ceramic degree sector is subject to smaller

sea. For manned systems, large window-flange assembly offering shear and tensile stresses at the
viewports are the most economical panoramic vision at operational interface of the shell and the flange
and reliable means of providing pressures up to 20,000 pounds per than is a hemisphere.
crew members with panoramic square inch. Research underway
vision. Such viewports have been for approximately two years was The flat bearing surfaces of the

desgne atNUCandbot deign concluded by successful testing of shell and the flange are adequate
and fabrication capability exists for 18 assemblies to pressures for the stresses encountered but
spherical acrylic plastic windows exceeding those found at abyssal are less expensive than toroidal or

wit dimetrs p t 78inces nd depths in the ocean (figure 1). spherical surfaces They also make
thiknesesup o 6inces.The Each assembly forms a self- mass-produced windows and

large deflection experienced by sufficient structural element flanges readily interchangable in
acryic lasic iewort uner noependent of the pressure hull on the field.hcydicplsttic loaingr u not r which it is to be mounted, so it can

considered particularly be adapted without change to Thfierinocdpxygst
objetioabl tohumn oserers many potential undersea provides sufficient compliance for

becase he ye daps tothe)P~C~LflScushioning the point contectsbecase te ey adats t the applcatins.resulting from an . mrpertect matchslight changes in optical imiages, Notable design features include lhe between ine %hell and the flange.
transmitted by the deforming use of transparent ceramic or white offering a~a uate Strentgth to

Wnoa ndexteded gpneral chemically surface compressed withstand t~he axial bearing stress- ofaccuracy is not neddfor, eea glass in a spherical shell 80,000 pounds per square inchundcersea observation, c'fgua io.t"t bearing surfaces rdtefrsoeociosnth

Quite a different case presbrnts itself at the interface of the shell zind the interface Cf the "lIe ar.wý the flange.
for viewports that also -serve as flange. and P bearing gasket of
optackl elements of an underwater faber-reinforced epoxy bewe th Data fre.m thy drostatic tests.
television or camera system. In 5iI n lne IP~tteoiw~C~~u~~s
such a case the deformaitons. of a Tanspatent glms ctarnic an 1 . The 1501-degree sphet"Ia
typ-cal ;PlaS1iC vtew.%ott becone VhI8i ufcecmpesd wndow-flafige assemb~y olliiang

K ~~un-acceptable. Partcu~arly under .gs Itrupi, 'stcto che-micafty surface comnpressed
hydrostaic loading, as they *h tnse an glassra wirs ofena r tuitateii ceramic has a
signiticanriy inWpar the quality 0! ecutre f pen hl ptoven faltgue like of at least 300
fth 001"a Image transmitted alv'f %.ifldo*s at the interface of the shell cyc1lS with 8-toigr operation at a

-aea nuitabl for' and the Uflari The spheriw skt hydfostatic fitesute 01 20.000
phoog'mmctc ork Th lage Cof0itigvron drtributes the rPow'ds per Square inch.

dteflections cil the v~wCftl ca b compe.ss ve stresses inl the2.Ipx fO4crtio
eZrnotalted, oeer by wido *ifu Major 2.Eprene PegAD-49 n~or ~t

'sit~iln f. h rnpr concenittatio^. and O'v~es a 'e atpee ?2 -ipentiad nycceptabl
plastic an invantmc srteeai such dasýmd and larger fied of v* Fatpa gt klsft 5722 &v.a
85 Class o Clceraftic which has a tuWia s provided by Ita disc or etVgsclf t*vow



Figure 1, Fabrication and testing ott. *indow-tlange .b

assembly.b
(a) The outer and inner radii of the spherical shelf are

ground to within 0.010 inch of specifications and
the included angle of the bearing surfaces is
brought to within 1 minute of 150 degrees.

(b) Prior to testing each viewport is disassembled and
each component carefully checked for complian~ce
to specifications.

* (c) For hydrostatic testing five viewport assembties are
mounted on thick steel bulkheads and placed in a

*jig that keeps them separated within the p~essure
vessel.

(d) An assembled NUC window-flange assembly is
shown prior to inslatariton in~ an unmianned
undersea vehicle.

-a

flange assemnbly providing that fth
hydrostatic pfesur (tes no'.
exceed 20.000 pounds per squtzae
inCh. The cycle fatigue l'ife of epotyN
PFID-49 gaskets appears to be 0~
an order of -ag-nitute- 6'gheir than,

ta.of Faifjienwe 5722A -al a
hydrostatc !Oadingo~ 020.O00
Pounds per tquare iflh.

OmCewucliy S- -ate
CmOnuessco gas -S 40.W
SupewIo inl u1rt mc~n

g!~g~~E RVIT C 10 1 w¶lt*1

tho, wtututo.. i sub^- ated rv
Stitewns tow wxtes no SVVr-V
a6vin¶1ages *he,"~ MheIR ttr
Suthkteed oniy toC "Sv

* 4. Tira paro-Ie 04SS COMM~tC
CEFAVIT C-101 is- noam. WY

to WnOea~ed gIas.t tegrig- of
'Aeiher f tha tt~e 's sub~ecw
to Wus~e oir COMP(eiS-te Suessee
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ultrasonic imaging using a surface wave delay line

he absorption experimental imaging device is
and scattering of shown in figure 1. Its operation can
tight by sea water be described in several stops:
severely limit the (1) Ultrasonic waves scattered by
ability of divers objects in the field impinge on the
and operators of array of piezoeleclric transducers
undersea and generate electrical signals at
vehicles to the frequency of the waves.
visualize their Typically about 3 MHz. (2) A higher

surroundings. Useful optical frequency (50 MHz) surface wave
ranges are limited to about 100 feat is launched down the delay line.
in relatively clear water. In This is a physical wave like a wave
conditions of considerable on the surface of the ocean. Taps
turbidity. the effective range can be on the line generate electrical
reduced to near zero, The signals as the surface wave passes.
possibility of forming visible images (3) The nonlinear, toward-biased
by processing ultrasonic; radiation diode located at each tap mixes
scattered by objects.s n tie water the ultratonic wave anO surface
has been recognized for some wave siqnals. Outputs are
time. Durting vie past year an eltont generated in the dtoae chain at the
has !xen underway to develop an sum and difference Irequencles
ultrasofc imging device cp)ae (47 antid 53 MHz). T'mse signals.
at providing ;el1bTrtre. high. which can Wbe-SpatateO, fron the
resolution xrmges at very short carrier fhcuencv by bandpass
taniges to perrru the- use ot fitetrig. Contain the tintoiNabon- o

m~ipvatesand other touts k"n the actusto wave- f'e-4
mijrbeJ wjjar. 7The knitial phase of the

proec wts conducted at Slanto= h.i~~llIf i~COb

Iard fw •ieinQ toi.'Ce by NUC )sg$ tesra 4,
Athbyhi 64.%wt t aw a; MPS

byAi 5'WataiS0 vetp

14,4L6twWt
M4&'~ 4?
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along the delay line simultaneously The concept has been at an acoustic test facility such as
So that the output of the diode chain experimentally verified for a one- TRANSDEC. Some form of
is a summation of the signals dimensional array Figure 2 shows cylindrical lens or reftector system
produced by alli the piezoelectric a photograph of the ultrasonic may be used to provide an interim
transducers. Phase shifts image of the head 01' a small two-dimensional imaging
characteristic of a spherical wave crescent wrench. Horizontal capability.
are Compensated for by phaseo resolution. was achieved by
shifts in the surface wave delay electronic scanning of a one- The programn at Stanford will
line. When the chirp signal is dimensional array consisting of 30 concentrate on advancing the
applied, the array is effectively elements, while vertical resoliation technology of electronirc imiging.
focused at a point of finite range. was achieved by mechanical Improved mixers using field effect
As the chirp passes through the scaininq. transistors instead of diodes will be

dela lie, he ocuspoit sansinvestigated for the m~e-
delayline the focuso v oint, se anse Plans fat future work or. the dimensional array. In addition. a
affcrsis dtherfined of view.h ag ultrasonic imaying system call for novel method of implementing two-
rapidly the Irpn'uency of the chirp is increased effort by both NUC and dimensional imaging will be.
varied. This approach offers the Stanford, The work at NUC will studed. If this riethod is developed

posibiit ofeletrnicllyvaiabe, center on implementation of an successfully. an NXN array couldfonssty oeldtaoni asy vialaeo iypToved version 0 the present be scanned cusing only two su face
fose a ismmationg at hey cnlos done-dmenstonal array. This device wave delay inres.
Srange. cwill be suitabye for expeprrmentah on

shils m he srlac wav dea elcroi scannn of a one The~~r progriamtSafodw
h W h r g--ry sAI R

a.....d ..... sef ctrl lm ns h~evria eouto e h ooyo eeto ci a ig

i-foueda apin o-int rne, wa cheedb mcanca mpoedmxes sngfe* ffc

As te cirp asss troug th scanin, tansitor inseadof iode wit b



fiber optic cables

oaxial cables manufacture of a iiven length of signal core. Two copper wires were
arc widely cable. This criterion was selected included to conduct electricity. The
used to because any optic fiber broken is resulting cable proved to be
transmit data completely subtracted from the torque-balanced and possessed
over long light path, unlike a broken strand in high strength-to-weight properties.
distances a coaxial cable, which continues to However, some 50 percent of the
underwater. play-a reduced role in conduction. optic fibers were broken in the
However, data For optic bundles containing less manufacture of only 3 feet of cable.
rates and than, 100 fibers, breakage is critical; Heat applied during molding

transmission distances achievable. cables several kilometers long are apparently hardened the PVC
using coaxial cables are .imited by- -feasible only if breakage can be jacket surrounding the optic fibers
cable size and by the solid -- - reduced to a very low level. and produced a rough internal
dielectric construction required to surface.
resist i•ydrostatic pressure. Optic.. Since traditional cable making

fibers offer high data rates and: methods exert very great forces on The second cable was fabricated

transmission distances - the cable duiring its manufacture by more traditional methods and

independent ct the sie ot the fiber -and the glass optic fibers-are more was armored with a double lay of

bundle, If optic fibers fan be f.agile than- copper wire, an steel wires wrapped in opposite

successfully incorporated into altefrnatie,- experim ital technique directions about the central core to

cables, they wifl proviue srna -was used in the faurication.of the provide torque balance. In this and

lightweight transmissic" lines first of the four cables. Glass the following two cables, the glass

capable of conducting iarge strands were.molded in an epoxy> bundle was twisted with two

volumes of data. matrix surrounding the central conventional copper wires at trie

An effort has been underway foy
several years at NUC and at the
Naval Electronics Laboratory
Center to develop fiber optic cables
which ce•' be produced in useful
lengths at reasonable cost. The
general experimental approach has
been to woii with a small family of
ca•b'-s offering d variety of designs
from which a broad base of data
could be extracted,

Four experimental fiber optic
cables fabricated doring this work
are shown in figure 1. On the right
is a fiber optic bundle consisting of
loosely held glass fibers jacketed Figure 1. Experimental
with polyvinylchloride (PVC). The fiber optic cables with

primary goal in the design of each fiber optic bundle. The fiber

was to protsct the glass from optic bundle is on the right.
compression or tension during The cables, from left to right,manulactmre and use of the cable. are of molded glass, knitted
Each design was evaluated in steel, PRD-49, and wrapped

steel. Note that the cables are
terms of P- percentage of the optic not shown in the order in
fibers broken during the which they were developed.
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J . Figure 2. Pressure barrier penetrators.
"(a) Penetrator using several

strands of CROFON.

rate of one twist per inch of cable in
an attempt to introduce slack and -

provide some tolerance for
longitudinal stress. Nevertheless,
breakage amounted to
approximately 50 percent of the
fibers in 3 feet of cable. This was
attributed to the high compressive
forces exerted during armoring. _

twisting. Cable life predictions 'fiber optic bundles 1/4 inch inThe next cable employed steel cannot be made until these diameter and 3'/! inches long. The
wires knitted about the central core. numbers have been accumulated. cylindrical rod, like the loose fibers,
Since compressive forces exerted is retained in a compression fitting.
on the wires during knitting are As an adjunct to fiber optic cables, SAn optical image formed on one
lower than those exerted in penetrators are required to pass end of the rod appears slightly
wrapping the wires about the optical signals through pressure attenuated at the other. These rods
central core, this design was barriers. During the past year, two can be made in various shapes
expected to offer a lower rate of types of penetrators were such as cones and can even be
breakage. This was observed; 50 designed, fabricated, and tested. bent during manufacture without
percent of the glass fibers were The first type, shown in figure 2, damage.
broken in manufacturing 60 feet of uses several strands of a light-
cable. This rate of breakage was conducting plastic (CROFON) for Several advantages rest with the
considered to be still too high and the light conduit. This material optical connector as compared
was thought to be caused by the attenuates light too sever6ly to with the electrical. There is no sirict
central core being too tightly transmit optic signals over long requirement for electrical
twisted, distances, but it is physically insulation. In fact, one pressure test

durable and suitable for a short conducted with water leakingThe final design used a knitted plug. The fibers are retained in a across the boundary produced
cover made of PRD-49, a limber, standard compression fitting no noticeable degradation in
lightweight plastic offering (Conax). Pressure tests to 10,000 performance. Also, high- and low-
high strength. Breakage was pounds per square inch revealed level signal forms can share onesimilar to that observed for the pud e qaeic eeld lvlsga om a hr nsimiltto tate bsved fno leaks. connector, since optical cross talk

Sis not a problem. Even electrical
Two cables presently under Thgure 3useond penetorod sown id power lines can pass through a
construction will use new low-loss figure 3, uses a solid rod of fused common plug.
optic fibers in the central core.
Each will be covered by a double
lay of PRD-49 strands wrapped in
opposite directions. The optic fiber
bundle will be less tightly twisted in
an effort to reduce breakage. Since
PRD-49 has not been used in this
configuration, these cables will
contribute to a growing body of
data on fiber optic cable design.

Still lacking is design data relative
to long-term behavior of optic (b) Penetrator using solid
fibers under repeated berding and rod of fused optic fibers.
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small, unmanned, tethered submersibles

mall, unmanned, the past year with the upgrading of multiconductor which passes

tethered the SCAT test vehicle (for three-phase 60-Hz electrical

submersibles "submersible cable-actuated power, television, sonar, and a

offer advantages teleoperator"), successful testing of limited number of control and

over diver a new tracking system designed for sjnsor signals. A new, multiplexed

systems or use with small unmanned tether combining power, control,

general-purpose submersibles, and design and and sensor signals on a triaxial

submersibles for fabrication of an entirely new cable was demonstrated in the

undersea submersible, ELECTRIC SNOOPY. laboratory and will significantly

Figure 1 SCAT tracking system.

inspcin uvilne SCAT, one of the most versatile improve SCAT's capability when it

*implantment, and recovery. They submersibles, developed at NUC, is added to the test vehicle. The

are safer, more easily transported, was designed to develop, new cable is of smaller diameter

cost less to develop and operate, demonstrate, and evaluate and is more flexible than the cable

and provide unlimited eriourance. advanced teleoperator concepts currently in use. It is expectcd to

*Submersibles developed at NUC such as head-coupled reduce underwater cable .'-Rg by a

during the po.st two years range in stareoscopic television, and to factor of 2.5, greatly facilitate cable

size from CURV (for "cable- provide a mobile undersea test bed handling, and largely increase the

controlled underwater recovery for evaluation of future equipment, volume of information exchanged

vehicle"), designed to recover large instrumentation, or vehicle control between SCAT and its surface
1,ects such as torpedoes, to tiny concepts. During the past year, support ship.

SNOOPY, desiqned !o implant or SCAT's original 500-foot tether was Alodmntaewsaproye
recover small objects weighing up replaced with a 2000-foot tether to Alodmntaewsaproye

to 4 pounds. Development of permit deeper operations. The multiplexed communication system

submersibies has continued during longer cable, like the original, Is a compatible with the new cable.
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support
vehicle signal processing unit and

horizontal range computer

S0 ship's heading
•" • • "-"relative bearing

•!. ~multim~ode hrz
hydrophone li l97

I omnidirectional
sonar projector

SCAT

i- ~~~vehicle ]• J lI

Figure 2. Operation of SCAT tracking system,

Using the latest amplitude- the operation and monitoring of NUC during the past year is
modulated solid-state circuitry, the experimental systems. ELECTRIC SNOOPY. This vehicle
system permits simultaneous combines the advantages of small
transmission of two real-time black- The SCAT Tracking System (figure size and light weight with the
and-white television signals, real- 1) was developed to provide a capability to perform useful work at
time sonar signal, and 55 sensor simple system requiring little set-up continental shelf depths (to 1500

signals (36 independent on-off preparation. Its primary tuinponent feet). The preliminary design of

discrete signals and 19 is a multimode hydrophone aboard ELECTRIC SNOOPY is illustrated

independent analog signals) from the surface support ship which in figure 3. Three oil-tilled electric

SCAT to the surface ship along the receives acoustic signals from an motors propel the vehicle. A

triaxial cable. For control, inother omnidirectional sonar projector streamlined fiberglass hull protects

set of 36 independent on-off attached to the submersible. The the electronics pressure housing

discrete signals and 19 an•alog signals received are processed !o and interconnecting cables and

signals may be simultaneously determine the horizontal range of improves the vehicle's drag

transmitted down to SCAT along the sumbersible and its bearing characteristics, making it less

with three-phase electrical power. reiative to the support ship. susceptible to fouling in seaweed.

Horizontal range and relative The cutaway portion of figure 3

Because the volume of control and bearing are displayed on a cathoC- shows the fiberglass balls used for

sensor signal channels exceeds ray tube; horizontal range is also flotation and the lead ballast

that required for operation of SCAT displayed digitally (figure 2). lucati low in the vehicle. The

itself, the extra discrete and analog reu lat low ain the ce nTe
channels are available for use in A new submersible designed at resultant separation of the center of

chanelsare vaiabl foruseIflbuoyancy and the center of gravity
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provides the vehicle with inherent To reduce signal multiplexing

pitch and roll stability. Kort nozzles complexity, a specially designed

on the horizontal thrusters further heading and depth readout at the

reduce chances of vehicle vehicle is relayed to the control

entanglement and provide a console through the television

considerable improvement in thrust system.

efficiency. Vehicle power, control
signals, and television signals are A remotely operated Kodak Low

multiplexed onto a single, small Light Super 8 camera is used for
diameter coaxial tether to improve still photographs and motion

vehicle response by reducing picture documentation. This

cable drag and to facilitate cable camera offers the capability of

storage and handling, obtaining photographic
documentation at illumination

Horizontal excursions of levels typically found in shallow

ELECTRiC SNOOPY are water. When required for deeper or

controlled with a single night operations, the television light

proportional joystick. Vertical or small auxiliary light will provide

excursions are controlled using a adequate illumination.

lever on the console which adjusts it is anticipated that small size and

the speed and direction of the it is ofic perat ize and
vertical thruster. When this control weight. ease of operation, andlevertia trueturnd tsentra minimal support requirements will

lesireturnsme-and-toit cncitral make this vehicle and others of its
position, sample-and-hold circuitry type useful and effective for a
on the vehicle automatically ty ofundersectasks,
maintains existing vehicle depth. variety of undersea tasks.
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Kort Lexan short nylon
vetclnozzle propellor lift line

documentation and power
electronics housing

:555 5555555555* 5 5555.. $ .. .. . ...

plexiglass d oo
domemecr

vapor
light

connector for tlvso n oto
auxiliary equpment lcrnc osn

ballast

fiberglass
4 shell

Figure 3. ELECTRIC SNOOPY,
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INDEPENDENT RESEARCH PROJECTS

ACTIVE PROJECTS

Fiscal Year. Fiscal
Project Title and 1973 1974 Key to

Principal Investigator Task Area Funding Funding NARDIS Report

Determinants of Dolphin ZR 000-01-01 $ 17,000 $ 24,000 Unavailable
Motivation
R. L. Pepper, Code 403
808-257-6121
Tensile Strength of Water ZR 000-01-01 5,000 2,200 Unavailable
and Polymer Solutions
J. W. Hoyt, Code 2501
213-449-7471
Acoustic Research on ZR 011-08-01 0 11,000 Unavailable
Tuna/Porpoise Program
J. Fish, Code 405
714-225-6463
Diving Characteristics of ZR 011-08-01 0 17,000 Unavailable
False Sonar Targets
J. Fish. Code 405
714-225-6463
Flow Noise/Vibration Theory ZR 011-08-0 0 5,000 Unavailable
J. Hunt, Code 601
714-225-6301
Volume Reverberation: ZR 011-08-01 0 102,500 Unavailable
Quantitative Evaluation of
Its Causes, Characteristics,
and Variation
W. A. Friedl, Code 503
Rate of Solubility of ZR 011-08-01 0 40X000
Hydrogen Gas
S. Yamamoto, Code 5045
714-225-7828
TENSOR Analysis of Sampled ZR 014-02-01 0 20.000 Unavailable
Data
C. Johansen, Code 252

.213-449-7440
Undetwater Visibility Model ZR 014-08-01 15,000 2,000 DN 23-; 617
A. Gotdon, Code 6511
714-225-6686
New Concepts Development ZR 021-02-01 115,000 75,000 DN 234 678
H, J. WhitehouSe. Code 6003
714-225-6315
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Fiscal Year Fiscal Yeaw

Project Title and 1973 1974 Key toPrincipal investigator Task Area Funding Funding NARDIS Report
Sonar Signal Processor ZR 02 1-05-01 $2200 $ 50 D2389Implementation Study -$2200500 D2389
Digital Signal Processor
Error Analysis
L. P. Mulcahy, Code 603
714-225-7678
Chemistry at the ZR 031-02-01 70,000 25,000 DN 118 746Sea-Sediment Interface
S. Yamamoto, Code 5045
714-225-6340
Effect of Benthic Marine ZR 03 1-02-01 25.000 25,000 DN 949 319Animials on Ordnance
M. H. Salazar, Code 25406
213-449-7464
Radiotelemelry of Clinical "R 031-02-01 400030,000 DN 234 621Data from Marine Mammals
R. S. Seeley, Code 402
714-225-7839
Sound Scattering and Trace ZR 031-02-01 70.000 30,000 DN 118 747Element Distrijtiton
in the Sea
H. V. Weiss, Code 5045
71¶4-225-6340
8toacoustic Capawiity of ZRF 041-08-01 0 45.000 UnavailableMarine Mamnmals. Code 40,3
808-254-4479
MINOX Prouaran ZR 04i-08-01 nl .l nn3470
G. V. Picikwell. Code 5045 24?)
714-22,54829
Evmlution of Bioassay ZR 0)41,-O&0. 1 Q 23,000 nveThcihniques
M H. qaia.zar. Coje. -542
213-4649-7464
SiolitwescerIe Due to ZR 0.'1-276-01 0 1000 Ul-aiaiTuirLuience ~nWae

AJW Hoy!. Code 2501
2t3-449-747,~



TERMINATED PROJECTS

"Fiscal YearProject Title and 1973 Key to Reason forPrincipal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination
Stochastic Model for Sonar ZR 000-01-01 $ 2,000 Unavailable Completed
Variability
J. A. Neubert, Code 454
213-449-7564
Advanced Noise Canceler ZR 011-08-01 40.000 DN 334 606 Completed
R. H. Hearn, Code 252
213-449-7521
Distributed Acoustic Sensors ZR 001-08-01 10,000 DN 234 607 Funds discontinuedT. G. Horwath, Code 6001
714-225-6315
General Purpose Linear ZR 011-08-01 27,000 ON 234 605 Funds discontinued
Processor (GPLP) with
Applications to Sonar
J. M. Alsup, Code 6021
714-225-6607
Stochastic E-L Approach to ZR 011-08-01 10.000 DN 234 813 Completed
Wave Propagation
J. A. Neubert. Code 4543
213-449-7567
V L F Acoustic Analysis ZR 011-08-01 15,000 DN 334 605 Completed
G.E. Martin, Code 601
.7 14-225-6686
Artificial Pinna (Outer Ear) ZR 011-09-01 10,000 ON 949 310 Completed
for Applhcatio, to Undersea
Research and Exploration

GW Byram. Code 6021
714-.225.6607
.S!rcvural Radliatio.n ZR 01 1-10-0t 40,000 ON 234 710 Completed
Interaction Mod-elng of Simple
Array of Sonar Transducers
J T Hunt, Code 601
714.2254301

M oSofuy•-OtHyrOC-n Gas In ZR 0;3-01-01 36,0W0 ON 234 710 C, eted
Seawater ano OssIFed Waler
$•S t'amarnoto Coe 5045
A Sc•Wtast•- Model fet ZR 0 14-05.01 12.000 DN 234 645 Rinpow-r hm;lam.'
ACOt.•Ur c `hanneis

KL K A•'•d. -41e 502
7!4-225-7620
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Project Title and Fiscal Year

1973 Key to Reason forPrincipal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination
Analysis of a Triangular ZR 104-20-01 $ 12,000 ON 234 810 CompletedElement Cylinder as a
Pressure-Resistant Structure
R. H. Knapp, Code 6532
808-257-2161
Conversion of AN/SQO-56A ZR 021-03-01 15.000 DN 234 866 Funds discontinued
Bathyfhermograph for Sound
Speed Measurements
J. G. Colburn, Code 502
714-225-7620
Pull-Down Retriever Unit ZR 023-03-01 1.500 DN 234 863 Funds discont'irued
E. R Rosenberg. Coace 6508
714-225-6862
Structural Design of S" ZR 023-03-01 90.000 DN 334 646 Completed
Semrsubmerged Ships
P. L Warnshris, Code 608
7.14-225-6497
Hydrodynarnic/Thermodynafic ZR 031-01.01 8,000 ON 234 686 Manpower limitationsTheory for Predicting Highly
Variable Oceanic Conditions
Within Small Regions
ot file Ocean
J H Brown, Code 90

.714-225.6137
Sudy Of- Mantine 'Mammal ZR 031-02-0t 40,000 ON 848 44,5 C•mtY •--,dPOpuialtron to Asstýst

Ev-3WRPOn 0 Effect on ASW
~ Ass~smem0o Stuay Of

V . Evs.n Coot- 402
?'4225.78 ,41

"SUrk Ccts•n!e-nias r a -ZIR 031-02-01 15,000 ON 949 317 corpkeo
Pe~t'Of N'av'y Sr~n

Sur,;ey
C Coe 4OG-2

J, A 809'e;. Code 6543
?14-225-7911
SVii Sarne Zi 031-03-01 15.000 ON 234 763 &,mpe"e

J 7 C,~Z~
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Fiscal Year
Proiect Title and 1973 Key to Reason for

Prin-,Ipal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination

Solidification and Super- ZR 032-05-01 $54,000 DN 848 447 Funds discontinued.
Cooling of Sea Water in
Arctic Submarine Research
C. Richardson, Code 90
714-225-6737
Detrimental Microbial ZR 041-05-01 23,000 DN 134 618 Funds discontinued
Activities in Hyperbaric Facilities
P. R. Kenis. Code 2542
213-449-7464
Environmental Impact Study ZR 041-05-01 30,000 DN 134 617 Completed
of SCI Sewage
P. R. Kenis, Code 2542
21t J-449-7464
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INDEPENDENT EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

-ACTIVE PROJECTS
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year

Project Title and 1973 1974 Key to
Principal Investigator Task Area Funding Funding NARDIS Report

Adap!ive Line Enhancing ZF 61-112-001 $ 0 $ 40.000 Unavailable
R. Hearn. Code 252
213-449-7523
Automatic Detection of ZF 61-112-001 0 38,000 Unavailable
Communication Signals
D. Gingas. Code 603
714-22-5-6249
Dual Lens Sonar ZF 61-112-001 0 30.000 Unavailable
P. Warnshuts. Code 6005
714-225-6498
Echo Eiongation ZF 61-112-001 0 20.000 Unavailable
F. Marsnaft, Code 3525
213-449-7577
Evaluation of Target ZF 61-112-001 0 22.000 Unavailable
"Classification Concept
H. Volberg. Code 6531
"808-254-4311
Improve CURV ZF 61-112-001 125.000 9.000 Unavailable
Detection Capabitity
H. J. Wflitehokise. Code 6003
714-225-6315
Induc• d Doppret Son• F 61-112-001 0 20.000 Unavaabl.?
T Kefi. Code 651
714-225-7629
hROMS Dcign udýy ZF 61- 1 2.01t 0 2.000 Uravwadat"
P_ Hcckman, CocS~ 6511

$qal¶Ptroessmqnmgeittae ZZ 6I112 -GO0 1 0 _50.000 unavalabl
-H W tee.Code& 601
7 14-225-7650
5uflcet E~ect D*,wctvt Vý 61 -1t12-001 0 48-Wo030atw
C Pa~vrne Code 606

- Vt

Yg~ttet~atofuy zr 61-112-001 0 30.000

•VLF rca. .. F'4rRes se 2'F 61-112-001 37.000 22000 ON 334 62-6

F 4 AtboWCode 601
7&-2Z5,7•50

! •:• . - : , . : .. . • -. . , . .:2 " : • L:.- "-: : • , " . . . : ':- " 3 9



Fiscal Year Fiscal year
Project Title and 1973 1974 Key to

Principal Investigator Task Area Funding Fuinding NARDIS Report

Optical Data Multiplexing ZF 61-212-001 $ 88.400 $ 8.000 DN 118 800
for Towed Arrays
J. T. Redfirrn, Code 602
714-225-6613
Acrylic Pressure Hull ZF 61-412-001 25.000 30,000 DN 234 611
Technology
J. D. Stachiw., Code 6505
714-225-7811
Closed Cycle Powver Pod Z1 61-412-001 62.000 .31.600 ON 234 830
A. D0. Rathsam. Code 608
714-2215-6871
Nonnuclear Submarine Tankers ZF 61-412-001 16,000 9.500 Unavailable

R.H. Bass. Code 608
714-225-6871
Radio-Controlled Sonar ZF 61-412-001 25.000 ,,4,000 DN 234 829
Vehicle
j. Ctitton. Code 608
714-2225-6872
Remoetpy M~anned Vehicle. ZF 61-412-001. 0 75.000 Unavadit.e
Deveiapment
R Fugifl. Code 6512
7 14 -221 -%-7 6 29
Soerconcluetng Magnetumeete ZF 61-412-001 0 40,.000 Unavadaole

R. lkeari. Cod.e 6W$

41Mani~ln Postun ZF 0i-512-001 0 10.000 .raaal

C 'Mom. Cýa4 6514
71,4-2-5-6871

ce-,GfsvuýZF 6i-512-001 7,000 0 ON% 23~4 ,796
6 A Uur 0C;Co 6513

~f J~c~4al ZF 61-Si 2,001 0 ~ s 1 500 ab~

~ ANrV

E oi 0



Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
Project Title and 1973 1974 Key toPrincipal Investigator Task Area Funding Funding NARDIS Report

Deer Ocean Dynamics ZF 61-512-001 $ 0 $ 23,000 Unavailable
P. Hansen, Code 504
714-225-6217

Deterministic Theoretical ZF 61-512-001 0 27,000 Unavailable7. Investigation of Underwater
Sound Propagation
T. Barakos, Code 504
714-225-6404
Dual Hydro Winch ZF 61-512-001 15,000 11,500 Unavailable
S. Moran, Code 6513
714-225-6864
Electrophysiologyof ZF 61-512-001 30,000 30,000 DN 234 876
Dolphin Cortex
S. H. Ridgway, Code 402
714-225-7838
Helicopter Landing System ZF 61-512-001 0 61,000 UnavailableW/NWC
L. Gray, Code 655
714-225-7272
Light Valve Optical Processo; ZF 61-512-001 0 25,000 Unavailable
J. Thorn, Code 6513
714-225-6864
Mission System Experiment ZF 61-512-001 0 50,000 Una,,ilable
M. M. Baldwin, Code 022
714-225-7957
Nonhuman Animal Guidance ZF 61-512-001 0 81,500 Llnavailable
System
R R. Scule, Code 5055

*. 808-254-4311
Pacific Pilot Whale: ZF 611-5"12-001 30,500 7,500 DN 234 826Evaluation of Its Effect on

High Frequency Sonar and Its
Feasibility as a Monitoring
Platform
W. E. Evans, Code 402
714-225-7839
Postdetection Processing of ZF 61-512-001 0 10,000 Unavailable
Underwater Television Signals
A. Gordon, Code 6511
714-225-6686
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Fiscal Year -Fiscal Year
Project Title and 1973 1974 Key to

Principal Investigator Task Area Funding Funding NARDIS Report

Procedures for Evaluating ZF 61-512-001 $ 500 $ .1,000 DN 234 673
Hardware and Tactics at Sea
C. H. Sturtevant, Code 1401
714-225-7446
Study of Target Classification ZF 61-512-001 54,000 55,000 ON 234 807
Using Nonlinear Feature
Selection Techniques
J. A. Roese, Code 6032
714-225-7645
Testing of 3000-Ton ZF 61-512-001 31,000 12,000 DN 334 645
Semisubmerged Ship Model
T. G. Lang, Code 608
714-225-6495
Tools for Naval Inshore ZF 61-512-001 129,200 108,200 DN 118 727
Warfare
R. L. Seiple, Code 6530
808-257-2161
Water Inflatable Arrays ZF 61-512-001 32,000 50,000 ON 234 788
J. D. Stachiw, Code 6505
714-225-7811
Video Storage and Retrieval ZF 61-512-001 0 13,000 Unavailable
B. Saltzer, Code 656
714-225-6864

TERMINATED PROJECTS

Fiscal Year
Project Title and 1973 Key to Reason for

Principal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination

Low Cost Vehicle Support - ZF XX-412-001 $ 50,000 Unavailable Completed
LCVS
A. J. Schlosser, Code 654
714-225-7147
Acoustic Propagation - ZF XX-512-001 0 Unavailable Completed
MATAI
L. K. Duykers, Code 502
714-225-7646
Cluster Sand System ZF XX-512-001 0 Unavailable Completed
Synthesis Analysis
T. P. Norris, Code 0513
714-225-7112
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Fiscal YearProject Title and 1973 Key to Reason forPrincipal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination
Exploratory S3 ZF XX-512-001 $ 25,000 Unavailable Completed
Semisubmerged Ship
Structural Analysis
T. G. Lang, Code 608

*"714-225-6495
Preliminary Engineering - ZF XX-512-001 0 Unavailable Funds discontinued

...Sea Floor PUFFS
K. E. Rogers, Code 501
714-225-7434

Acoustic Echo and Hull ZF 61-112-001 30,000 DN 234 871 CompletedVibration Analysis ofKamloops Data

G. M. Coleman, Code 608
714-225-7505
An Optical Signal Cross- ZF 61-112-001 47,000 DN 234 693 CompletedCorrelator for Active Sonar

C. E.. Persons, Code 6022
714-225-7669
Color Sonar Displays ZF 61-112-001 60,000 DN 234 869 Completed
H. W. Volberg, Code 6531
808-257-2161
Development of VLF ZF 61-112-001 0 DN 234 637 Funds discontinued
Acoustic Source
F. M. Valenzuela, Code 356
714-225-7649
Noise Field and Array ZF 61-112-001 DN 234 685 Completed
Performance Comparison for
the AN/BQR-7 on SSBN 619
and SSN 637
W. H. Marsh, Code 606
714-225-7131
Spar Buoy Helicopter ZF 61-112-001 0 DN 118 821 Funds discontinued
C. R, Nisewanger, Code 608
714-22546497
Submarine Hull Target ZF 61-112-001 57,000 DN 234 636 Completed
Strength Reduction Anelysis
J. C. Huang, Code 603
714-225-7840
Undersea Systems ZF 61-112-001 5,000 DN 234 677 Completed
Countermeasure
C. F. Ramstedt, Code 608
714-225-6498
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Project Title and Fiscal Year
P i n g1973 Key to Reason forPrincipal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report TerminationUnderwater Signals ZF 61-112-001 $ 35,000 DN 234 778 Outside funding sourceG. W. Byram, Code 608

714-225-6498
Glass-Ceramic Windows and ZF 61-412-001 50,000 DN 234 667 CompletedHulls for Submersibles
J. D. Stachiw, Code 6505
714-225-7811
Helo-Launch and Recovery ZF 61-412-001 0 ON 234 701 Completed
Submersibles
W. F. Mazzone, Cooe 6505
714-225-7812
Marine Corps Applications ZF 61-412-001 50,000 DN 234 870 Completedfor S' Semisubmerged Ships
P. L. Warnshuis, Code 608
714-225-6497
New Vehicle and Sonar ZF 61-412-001 25,000 DN 118 762 CompletedConcept Studies
T. G. Lang, Code 608
714-225-6495
Small, Unmanned Vehicles ZF 61-412-001 169,000 DN 234 795 CompletedJ. L. Held, Code 6512
714-225-7629
Submersible Glass Research ZF 61-412-001 0 DN 848 436 CompletedW. R. Foreman, Code 6515
714-225-6630
Acoustic Emission for ZF 61-512-001 0 DN 234 619 Funds discontinuedDetection and Analysis
of Failures in Glass
P. J. Fetta, Code 4522
213-449-7318
Acoustic Pay Theory and ZF 61-512-001 18,000 DN 234 827 CompletedTarget Localization
E. R. Floyd, Code 503
714-225-6306
Acoustic Scattering Models ZF 61-512-001 20,000 DN 234 808 Completed0. D. Grace, Code 603
714-225-7678
Adaptive Analysis Separated ZF 61-512-001 4.000 Unavailable Completed
Sensors
M. S. Ball, Code 252
213-449-7420
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Fiscal Year
Project Title and 1973 Key to Reason for

Principal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination

Analytical Gain in ZF 61-512-001 $ 5,000 Unavailable Completed
Nonuniform Noise
SJ. C. Reeves, Code 4543
213-449-7564
Automation - Clinical ZF 61-512-001 9,000 DN 234 827 Funds discontinued
Laboratory Information
R. H. Riffenburgh, Code 504
714-225-7628
Buoyancy Actuated Launch ZF 61-512-001 0 Unavailable Completed
and Retrieval Elevator
Support System (BALARE)
J. B. Berkly, Code 6543
714-225-6292
Coaxial Piezoelectric ZF 61-512-001 16,000 DN 234 794 Completed
Cable for Towed Arrays
R. R. Smith, Code 601
714-225-6301
Concrete Capabilities ZF 61-512-001 0 DN 234 622 Completed
E. Johnson, Code 6512
714-225-7629

Cryogenic Propellants and ZF 61-512-001 0 DN 234 608 Completed
Exhciust Disposal for
Undersea Power Systems
H. E. Karng, Code 608
714-225-6495

Development of Submersible ZF 61-512-001 50.000 DN 234 820 Funds discontinued
Handling Equipment (Air
Bearing. Launch Platforms)
J. B. Berkley, Code 6543
714-225-7911

Diver's Navigation System ZF 61-512-001 15,000 DN 234 615 Funds discontinued
SR. S. Acks, Code 6511
714-225-6686

Glass Elevator - Direct ZF 61-512-001 0 DN 018 729 Completed
Observation of Acoustc
Scatterers
M. W, Cooke, Code 6511.
714-225-6686

HASP Type Analysis ZF 61-512-001 5,000 Unavailable Completed
B. L. Towle, Code 1511

* 714-225-6377
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Fiscal YearProject Title and 1973 Key to Reason forPrincipal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination
High Speed Towed Sonar ZF 61-512-001 $ 73,000 DN 234 770 Other funding sourceInvestigation
R. J. Poynter, Code 356
714-225-7649
High Value Target ZF 61-512-001 12,000 DN 234 704 Completed
Classification
A. G. DiLoreto, Code 454
213-449-7561
Hydrographic Winch Arrestor ZF 61-512-001 3,000 DN 234 707 Completed
D. E. Good, Code 5044
714-225-6403
Hull Vibration Generation ZF 61-512-001 9,000 DN 234 832 Completed
and Detection for Acoustic
Energy Transmission
G, M. Coleman, Code 608
714-225-7505
Incomplete Gaming Information ZF 61-512-001 7,000 ON 334 617 Completed
J. T. Avery, Code 14
714-225-7721
Investigation of the ZF 61-512-001 5.000 Unavailable Completed
Influence of Vertical Beam
Patterns and Source
Frequency on Performance
of Variable Depth
Active Sonars
J. R, Hooper, Code 6511
714-225-6377
Low Light Level Viewing ZF 61-512-001 6,500 ON 234 616 Completed
"System for Divers
S. B, Bryant, Code 6511
714-225-6686
New Electronic ZF 61-512-001 4:,000 ON 234 872 Other funding source
Concepts
H. J. Whitehouse. Code 6003
714-225-6315
Optical Virsibility ZF 61-512-001 0 DN 234 666 Funds disconoinuedInstruments for Submersibles
C. J. Funk. Codo 6514
714-225-6686
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Fiscal Yea~r
Project Title and 1973 Key to Reason for

Principal Investigator Task Area Funding NARDIS Report Termination

Preparation of Hydra 11 ZF 61-512-001 $ 0 DN 234 715 Completed
Support
W. W. Perkins, Code 6543
714-225-6291
Remote Observation and ZF 61-512-001 0 DN 234 690 Merged into Small
Work Vehicle (SNOOPY) Unmanned Vehicles
R. B. Fugitt. Code 6512
714-225-7629
Stable Platform Dynamics ZF 61-512-001 25,003 DN 334 254 Completed
G. A. Wilkins, Code 6530
808-257-2161
Submersible Cable ZF 61-512-001 0 ON 234 688 Merged into Small
Actuated Teleoperator Unmanned Vehicles
(SCAT)
J. L. Held, Code 6512
714-225-7629
Towed Fuel Pods for ZF 61-5"J 001 G DN 234 872 Completed
Semisubmerged Shipa
P. L -War nshuis. Code 608
714-225-6497
Underwater Communication 7tF F-1-512-007 2.000 ON 234 858 Completed
Reverberation Reduction
F. G. Geil. Code 0101
714-225-7455
Underwater Thermal Power ZF 61-512-001 0 ON 234 766 Completed
System Developmnent
S. K, Schultheis. Code 3521
213-449-7293
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publications

ARTICLES AND REPORTS

Burns. B., G.V. Pickwoll. Cephalic Glands in Sea Snails jHydrophis. Laticauda,. Pelamis). Journal Capeia. Issue
1. September 1972.

Byrarn. G VW. J. Aisup, J.M. Speiser. H.J. Whitehouse. Signal Processing Device Technology. Proceedings ot
NATO Aivanced Study Institute on Signal Processing, August i7.Luhoog.UI-1

Leatherwood. J.3. Aerial Observations of Migrating Gray Whales Eschrichtius fobustus off Southern
California 1969- 1972. Proceedings at Californpa Gray Whale Workshop, August 21-22, 1972. Fisheries Bulletin.
July 1973

Naval Undersea Center. Technical Publication 305, Effect of Bubble Inclusions on the Mechanical Properties
ot Cast P'olymethyl Metacrylate. by J.D. Stachiv., August 1972.
Naval Undersea Center. Technical Publication 315, Acrylic Plasitc Hlemispherical Shells fo .NUC Undersea
Elevator, by J.D. Stachiw. September 1972.
Naval Unuetsea Center. Technical Putblicatton 324. Handbook~ of Dangerous Animals for Field Personrnel, by U3.V.
PiCkwvea. W.E, Evn.es December 1972.

Naval Undersea Ceriwtr. Technicai Publicatvon 325. H).ifoaynamic Winch for Salvage Operations. by E N
Rosenaerg December -1972-

Naval Unde-tsea Ceniter *Tectnicai Pubt~caiton 345, Nydra A C-olpariscr r,,i~C;,~~a~JN~'i
. Underwatj E puslc~fis -AS.nar niys nciuiof th ~e HYDRA I 1A Serif 0yV W.W Perkins Maly
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Weiss, H.V., KK. Bertine. Simultaneous Determination of Manganese, Copper, Arsenic, Cadmium, Antimony.
and Mercury an Glacial Ice by Radioactivation, Analytica Chunica Acla. (In print).

Weiss. H.V.. K. Chew. Neuvton in Radiation of Mercury in Polyethylene Containers. Analytica Chsmica Acta. (in
pf'nt).

Williams. P.M., H.V. Weiss. Mercury in the Marine Environr,,,nt: Concentration in Seawater and ie a Pelagic Food
Chain. Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, .'oI. 30. 1973.

Young. P W. Sound in Water from Aircraft Proceedings of the 29th Navy Symposium on Underwater Acoustics.
NoverT1r 1972.

Young, P.W. Sound Pressure in Water from a Source in Air and Vice Versa. Journal of the Acoustical Society
otAmeeoca, Vol. 53, June 1973.

Zaino. A. S Yamamotu. A pH-Depenaent Model fur the Chemical Speciation of Copper, Zinc. Cadmi'm, Lead.
in Sea Water. Limnology and Oceanography. Vol. 17. No. 5. September 1972.

PRESENTATIONS

Hunt. J T Applications of the Firnite Element Method and Computer Graphics. Proceedings of the Fourth tavv
Nasa Structural Anaiysts Co•ilouwum, Navai Sh•p Research and Development Center, Carderock. Md.. 27 March

: ~ ~~1973 -_ ... ...-.. . .

Humt. j T Fhnie- E-tcmen;e AIproact•a!o Acoustic Radiation from flastiC Structures Procee-sirtgs of the Fourth Navy
Nast Sirt.-tumat Anw'ysis Colloquiumn. Naval Ship Research and Deve-topment Center. Caroerock. - P-.. 27 March
1973

jo tn'oti- C S Mitan.i Anr•ma Reseach a:t iJC Marine Teconoogy Society of Sn Diego, Ca., 24 •May 1973

,Array Pe;vfmnce C-v.a - fOr e AN$QR-7 on SSBN 619 and SSN 637
U).N2"ctCrt .! H'tow Mcnsnted Sunam~ MNaI4 Snip Rm.G1rcfl zina Devtelopmnent Center Lf$ 27 Senetee~a 297

JtS ~"J0 tzit - ~ l2r!' 10?itt Sytot I ~ air5c i~r~eat Assocaruon lti
At~r>~i 'r'<r~ i:-twt¼ Contece vancokive, -$mhCo!urnwa. 31 Ltaf 1973

l~vCgiz 2 AtA'avrna SVj RNs flasr tn *i LISS At;01-V1m. TChfttDiechm-tatoC;atmiv.N
Cwv~ot, San -ý C-4. 27 -Juta 11%73

T'vty n~ A sv O S~ci~t fmra!n fl~Q*$rTe Fratnco, $elm'noo 197.71
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Stachiw, J.D., J. Maison. Flanged Acrylic Plastic Hemispherical Shells for Undeu.ea Applications, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. Winter Annual Conference 1972, New York, New York, 26-30 November 1972.
Stachiw. J.D. Transparent Materials in the Sea The Second Interational Ocean Development Conference,

Tokyo, Japan. 4-9 October 1972.
Stachiw. J.D. Transparent Structural Materials for Ocean Engineering. Sigma Xi Society Lecture, Scranton Univer-

s.ty Chapter. Scranton, Pennsylvania, 29 November 1972.
Weiss, H.V. A Review of Lead, Sulfur, Selenium and Mercury in Permanent Snow Fields. Symposium on Matine

Electrochemistry. Miami Beach, Fla. 10 October t972.

Weiss. H.V. Certain Trace Elements in Permanent Snow Fields. Technical Directors Symposium. Naval Undersea
Center. San Diego. Ca., 28 March t073.

Weiss. H.V. Trace Elements in Permanent Snow Fields. COhemrstry Department Seminar, California StaWe Universi-
ty, San Diego. Ca.. 23 February 1973.

PATENTS

Beaucher. G.V. Unclewater Imaging System for Dee;; Submergence Vehicles. Navy Case 49.425.

Abst'act: A quick release mounting apparatus foc mounting a TV camera to a support. The mounting apparatus is
especially useful fo suOmerged operations since a diver can easily mount or remove the camera by moving one
lever.

.. Beneft to the Naiiy: I ht• .•enbon enatles a diver to quickly attach or disengage a cagmea from an underwater
tripod.
Clinkenbeard. J.D. Messenger .uoy Recovey Devce. Navy Case 49.430.

A batr•c Thts invention mncludes a hollow sooW. a •lh cable. a-nd a flowt which can be artached by a dver to
atib;--rged obiovt.
B.nf.t to the N•vy I ocw, n and tetr*iea ol ins r t%4n packe is g.eaJ¥ ta- Ile + t -•i Invtion

FUG111. R's Insturument tfr Moasiain the De-p atweatiori of Sacks attered LV-ti Navi Cas4 A- 0542

A,%.St'•,1 The i ,m•-i3l Sfntfon L da smaU. -om'i-. ;st• a ,•rw - re the legne ma? "-.at •. light
is d- aft--- t *Nn ftC a -mt.4T etowed M a, area A here much - t is- r5A.seo7
&n10 toe Na stfl t mis NLy dnivrs to rneasl~e ant
wwt'"ic stutfanWy. 2iWt$~rMV' adoptio at po ilatici fv v*AIVe .n

G- CH Itec~t (AuileQtM~ Sutww Ctca4 Navy CawSe 3.672
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Benett to the Navy: Future development of small Navy submersbes will ioporate this system,

Hirsch. J. Energy Absorption Apparatus. Navy Case 51.981.

Abstract An energy absorption device is utilized to absorb the high energy loading due to a missile being
launched with a retarding parachute. The device includes an enlarged bulb shaped mandrel, a die, and a soft
metallic. sleeve. When the mandrel is pulled through the soft metallic sleeve, the sleeve is extruded through the die
to absorb the energy due to the high loading.

Benefit to the Navy- This invention provides a simple but highly efficient and reliable energy absorption device

tot aosorbing energy for parachute launched rockets or torpedoes.

Johnson. C.S., A.F. Lafigguth. Full View Diver's Mask. Navy Case 53.724.

Abstract An improved full view diver's mask provides disortion-free vision over an angle in excess of 180".

Beneta to the Navy: This invention increases a diver's abdity to perform his undersea task successfully.

Johnson. C.S.. A.F. Langguth. Method of Making a Protective Diving Suit. Navy Case 53.467.

Abstract A protective diving suit foW a diver resists puncture by shap oblects and animal bites and is not com-

pressed at depth to provide insLlation and warmth.

Benefit to the Navy. A greater degree of diver safety is afforded. by this cdving suit to reduce the threat mposed
by marine predators.

Johnson. CS.. AiF. Langgut. Antt-Shark Drogue Dart Navy Case 52,376.

.: 4•' 's �s>.- -,ion is a device for reducing the threat imposed bya mentacing shark. Afte a sharpened dart
h uek-nl ermeddled at tong ra1¶u inf tne Slwk, an attach smali drogue chute creates an asymmetrical
drag This drag upsets the shark's hyderodynamic equilibrium and ptevents gs swtrmmn. in a coordinated mannet.
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Lindsay, G.F., S.F. Sullivan, H.J. Whitehouse. Correlators Using Shift Registers. Navy Case 47,874.

Abstract: This invention relates to a correlator comprising a set of multivibrators which are serially connected
to form a shift register, each multivibrator- having a set and reset output lead, indicating its binary state. The input
multivibrator, is conneictable to a source ofsignals, generally bilevel signals or pulses. Means are operatively con-
nected to the output leads of tha multivibrato0rs for summing the outputs of the multivibrators for each shift of binary
states, the sum being a maximum for a partlicular combination, or coding, of binary states of the multivibralors of
?ne shift register.

Benefht to the Navy: Because huge amoupts of data are processed annually by the Navy, a device such as
:his ir.vent!cn which expedites data processing is of considerable benefit.

Lmdray. G.F. H.J. Whitehouse. Field-Delineated Acoustic Wave Device. Navy Case 49.426.

Astract: An acoustic wave device has a substrate capable of propagating an acoustic wave and a conductive
s!ructure defirling several conductive paths.ý Field-delineating electrodes interleave electrodes disposed along the

13enfit•i toe PVavv: This invention serves-as a basis for continuing development.

Lo•.c. A. 0 F. Thomas. Digital Camera. Navy Case 50.070.

•,b .! -in- s invention relates to a camera which utilizes digital input signals to enable it tc form sharper pic-
or patterns of an object.

-Er•efi to the Navy: The camera is able:to distinguish between objects of the ,ame size but different profiles.
'tAurl as a whale and a submarine of the same size.

Lopes, L.A. Strapped-Down Attitude Reference System. Navy Case 50,019.

Sbj.trac:ý Tne invention provides an attitude reference for vehicles in the earth's gravitational field, such as aircraft.
ianý: , suri,-arir•es, and torpedoes.

E9e..,~lt to the Navy: The system is particularly useful forvehicles in the earth's gravitational field, where
the &,c£;sce provided by gravity is lost because of the vehicle's acceleration.

Rosenberg. E.N. Hydrodynamic Transdc'uer. Navy Case'51,377.

,.hstract: At., acoustic transducer employsa pump drawing in ambient water and impelling it through a rotating
siottic smnier This transducer, being flooded, is non-responsive to ambient pressure changes ,o provide uniform
,0oadband operation. I characteristics irrespective of depth.

Benefit io the Navy: The Navy could utilize this invention'in deep submergence sonar applications.

S.ayre. J.L. Claw Arms with Swivel Plate. Navy Case 51,906.

At.Istracu: A claw assembly nas a pair of arms for retrieving 'conical objects. One arm Is capable of engaging a cr-
cmurterence of the conical object and a swivel plate on the other arm is capable ot pivoting to engage a tapered
port-on of the object. -

Beneýcfit to tnu Navy: Retrieval of training-ordnance is enhanced at a considerable savings to the Navy.

Steissr. J.M., H.J. Whitehouse. Surface Wave Multiplex Transducer Device with Gain and Side Lobe Suprres-
'ion Navy Case 51,706.

Abstract A surface-wave multiplex device has a number.of launch-vertical stacks of transducers and
a corresponding number of the same plurality of receive-vertical stacks of transducers to reduce, by a factor of
2. tre number of information paths..

Bet;eofii to the Navy: Permits compact signal processing of continued signals.
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Strapp, J.P., N.E. Cornfoid. Apparatus for Determining the Presence of aVessel by Detecting its Wake. Navy Case
49.787.

Abstract. This invention relates to apparatus for determining the presence of a vessel, such as a submarine, by
detectng i!s wake.

Beneft to the Navy: Further investigation is being pursued because of the Navy's strong interest in improving ASW
capability.

Strapp, J.P. Horming System for the Acquisition of a Sea-Going Target Vehicle by Detection of its Wake, Navy
Case 49,788.

Abstract. A missile homing system uses pairs of thermocouple junctions for the acquisition of a sea-going target
vehicle by detection of its wake.

Benefit to the Navy: This invention provides a basis for development of a future detection system.

Strickland, A.T Variable Buoyancy Control System. Navy Case 53,220.

Abstract The present invention provides an automatic buoyancy control for a deep submersible. As the deep
submersible ascends or descends the invention automatically pressure balances the buoyancy tank. In
Ihis manner the tank can be constructed of thinner walls and precise ballasting and debailasting can be ac-
complished.

Benehit to the Navy: The benefit to the Navy is an improved underwater transport vehicle for use by Na'.'V divers.

Whtlehiouse. H.J. Surface Wave Devices for Signal Processing. Navy Case 52,524.

Abstract. The invention relates to distrbuted-transducer surface wave devices which process input acoustic sur-
face waves. In one embodiment, the device time-compresses and recirculates input signals, thereby serving as
a memory and making the information available when required.

Bene, t to the Navy: The device permits compact processing for digital data.

V!hilehouse. H.J Surface Wave Ambiguity Analyzer, Navy Case 50,629,

Abstract A surface wave ambiguity analyzer having no moving parts is used for detecting radar or sonar signals.

Benefit to the Navy: Permits determining wide beam signa; ambiguity of radar or sonar signals.

Wdsor. W.G., J.H. Green, W.D. White. Snap Acting Ballast Release Device. Navy Case 42,207.

Abstract. The present invention is a weight device which is recessed within an exercise torpedo. After the torpedo
has made its run, the weight device is released and the torpedo is buoyed toward the water's surface for recovery.

Benefit to the Navy: This invention provides a ballast release device for a practice torpedo. The ballast snaps
away from the torpedo so that there is no interference with ascension of the torpedo.
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